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Happiness Captures
Imam Ja’farus-Sadiq SALove
Among God’s gifts of grace: feeding a fasting person (iftaar), meeting brothers, and
praying in the deep of the night (bihori/tahajjud).
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“Give us tawfeeq to strengthen bonds of affection with
our family, be generous and kind to our neighbors… win back
one who cuts off relations with us, give justice to one who oppresses us, and make peace with one who proffers us enmity
– except the enemy who is hated because he is your enemy,
for he is an enemy whom we will never befriend, an adversary
whose hand we will never clasp.”
Bringing Mumineen closer to each other is a great virtue of
Ramadan. In the spirit of Ramadaan we reconcile with those with
whom we have become estranged. We come together as family
sharing our fortitude in fasting, our iftaar, our prayer, our wealth
(muwasaat) and through this sharing we strengthen our spirit of
brotherhood. This is part of the spirit of Ramadaan.

Praying in the Deep of the Night: Tahajjud (Bihori)
Tahajjud is prayed at a time when the world is sleeping and the
one praying is focused on prayer in the silence of the night. During
Bihori namaaz we pray munajaat, which literally means “a conversation in solitude with Allah Ta’ala.” Indeed, bihori and ‘ibaadat at
night is the most intimate form of supplication and prayer.
Imam Ali Zainul ‘Aabedeen prayed one thousand rak’ats every night. The effect of the Imam’s prayers was that his Dawat would
survive and persist till the end of time. The doas recited by Imam
Ali Zainul ‘Aabedeen are a remarkable resource for us in praying
bihori. Many of the doas have been presented on FatemiDawat.com
in the Bihori section. The doas following the namaaz of Nisful Layl
capture the essence of Bihori, pause from the frenzy of life,
“Mawla, my Mawla, the stars have set, and eyes have
closed in sleep, but you are a Living, Standing, King. Mawla,
my Mawla, other kings have locked their doors, secured by their
guards and sentries, and retired to their chambers, and lovers

have shut out all others. But your door is open to supplicants.
So here I am, a supplicant at your door, a saa’il at your door…”
As worldly benefactors sleep, as the material world fades, and
as we sit alone in the darkness of the night, we remember and supplicate the Almighty. This is the essence of Bihori and Tahajjud,
to remember that one day we will face the Almighty with nothing
but our deeds. The day to day necessities of life, family, social and
work issues and the general grind of the materialistic day and night
make the inevitable day that we have to face the Almighty fade into
the future. Too often, the now and the present takes precedence.
The Bihori and Tahajjud namaz and doas strengthen our direct connection with Allah Ta’ala.
With their pious deeds and inspiring words, our Hudaat
Kiraamexemplify the spirit of Ramadaan. May Allah Ta’ala grant
us the strength and inspiration to follow their example and live the
true spirit of Ramadaan. May we garner Allah’s mercy in this holy
month.

Calculation of Zakaat

Available as eBook in English, Dawat-ni-zaban & Gujarati
In 1436H, with the raza of Syedna Qutbuddin RA, we published the guidelines to calculate
zakaat in today’s financial system. With the raza
and doa of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, we are
pleased to present the Zakaat calculation e-book
in English, Dawat ni zaban and Gujarati. Below is
an excerpt from the book,
Like prayer, fasting, and hajj, zakaat is one
of the seven da’aim, or foundational pillars, of the
Shari’at of Islam. Zakaat khuda no haqq chhe. Allah Ta’ala commands mumineen, in 13 places in the
Qur’an, to do so, with the (exact or similar) words:
“Pray namaaz and give zakaat” (Baqara 43)
For every mumin, it is compulsory to offer zakaat once every year. Du’aat kiraam have
encouraged mumineen to araz zakaat during the
holy month of Ramadan, in order to gain abundant
sawaab.
In numerous verses in the Qur’an, Allah Ta’ala
has promised the ultimate victory—Jannat—to
those who give zakat.
Zakaat has deep significance. One of its important functions
is sustaining the community. Islam emphasizes social awareness and
charity. Through the institution of compulsory zakaat, Islam makes the
wealthy in the community responsible for assisting the needy. In one
important verse, the Qur’an names eight recipients of zakaat:“Zakaat
is for the poor, the destitute, its administrators, those whose hearts
are to be won over, freeing from bondage, helping those overbur-

dened with debts, in Allah’s cause, and the wayfarer. This is Allah’s mandate. Allah is all-knowing,
wise.”(Surat Tawba 60).
Moreover, zakaat, along with other vaajebaat,
is important for supporting Dawat activities.
Zakaat is valid only when given in the hands
of the Haqq na Saheb of each age, namely, Imamuz-zamaan, and in his satar, Dai-z-zamaan. As
Syedna Qadi al-Nu’man (RA) explains at length,
Allah does not accept the zakaat of a person who
offers it to someone other than Haqq na Saheb. Unlike voluntary alms or sadaqa which one can give at
will, zakaat must be offered in the Imam’s satar to
the Dai-z-zamaan, or one who is designated by him,
in order to be valid.
Rules for calculating zakaat are derived from
the Qur’an, Rasulullah’s (SA) sunnat and hadith,
pronouncements and practice of Maulana Ali (AS)
and the Fatemi Imams, and in their satar, their Dais.
These zakaat and vajebaat calculation rules as they
apply to our zamaan are presented here with the raza of the 54th
Dai-l-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS—our Dai-z-zamaan, our
Haadi and Rehbar, who guides us to Rasulullah’s Shariat and the
Straight Path, the one who was prepared for this high role by the 53rd
Dai l- Mutlaq Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin (RA).
Click here to view the Zakaat calculation e-book in English,
Dawat ni zaban and Gujarati.
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Amal Details for the First Ten Days of Shehrullah

Maghferat no Dasko
The second ten days of Shehrullah are known as the ten days
of Maghferat based on the khutba of Rasulullah SA. In these ten
days, Mumineen are encouraged to follow these amal details:
1 – NAMAAZ: Pray all five Farizat namaaz on time with their
respective Sunnat and Naafilat. As Rasulullah said in Shehrullah
the sawaab for praying one Farizat is the equivalent to praying 70
Farizat in other months, and praying Sunnat in Shehrullah is equivalent in sawaab to praying Farizat in other months.
Fajr Sunnat 1 salaam before faraz; Zohr Sunnat 3 salaam before faraz and Zohr Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz; Asar Sunnat 2
salaams before faraz; Maghrib Sunnat 3 salaam after faraz and 1
salaam for ‘daf’il aafaat’; Isha Sunnat 2 salaams before faraz and
Isha Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz.
2 – DUA: Pray allahumma haadha shahru Ramadan after
each faraz (text and translation available on website). Pray doa of
Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen SA after Fajr namaaz (text, translation
and audio of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA reciting this doa
available on website). Pray doa of Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen after Zohor Nafilat (text available on website). Allahumma ya mu’tiy
as su’aalaat after Maghrib Namaaz, before iftaar (text available on
website).

3 – QURAN: Pray at least one sipara of Quran Majeed a day
so that you can complete one full Quran in the month. Some complete one full Quran recitation every single day in Ramadan. For
those who are not fluent in reading Arabic, there are many websites
which have the full audio of Quran-e-Majeed so that you can recite alongside the recitation. For those who cannot read the Arabic
script at all, there are transliterated Quran (the Arabic Quran written in English script), which you can use until you are able to master
the Arabic script.
4 – BIHORI: Pray Bihori as much as possible. Details of how
to pray Bihori with accompanying translation and audios of some
doas have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

Announcements

Syedna TUS Shehrullah 1437H
Namaaz Program
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Fajr, Zohor Asar and
Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina every day in Shehrullah alMo’zzam inshaallah. Mumineen, Muminaat and their children are
invited for Salawat and Iftar Jaman after Maghrib Isha Namaaz.
Program details regarding faazil raato will be published in forthcoming Sijills.

Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi &
Araz Bethak
As earlier stated in the philosophy of Da’wat and the Guiding Principles, access to the Dai
is available for all Mumineen.
Bethak audience with
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS is
scheduled in Shehrullah on every Sunday at 6.00pm at Darus
Sakina, Mumbai, followed by
Imamat namaaz and Iftaar Jaman. In the Qadambosi and Araz
Bethak Mumineen may also present their zakaat and other
huqooq and wajebaat.
Bethak is scheduled on the following Sundays insha’allah:
• Sunday 8th Ramadaan – 12th June
• Sunday 15th Ramadaan – 19th June
• Sunday 22nd Ramadaan – 26th June
• Sunday 29th Ramadaan – 3rd July

The Masul Coordination Committee
The Masul Coordination
Committee (MCC) has been
established, with the raza and
doa mubarak of Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin, to promote Maulana’s TUS philosophy of having
interactive, open, transparent
local jamaats and community
organizations. It is Moulana
TUS’ vision that jamaats conduct themselves with a great deal of autonomy within the framework of Shariat and Dawat nehj. The ultimate goal of forming the
MCC is to foster a sense of a community among Syedna’s followers. It will serve as a dedicated resource for Masuls to regularly
interact and communicate with Syedna’s office on issues including raza, progress on court case and general Dawat activities.
The MCC also aims to increase the infrastructure and operating
capabilities of various jamaats across the world to offer the full
breadth of welfare and social services such as Masjid/Markaz, Nikah, Janaza, Shaadi, etc. The MCC will create training programs
and facilitate 1-1 trainings of Masul’s on various amal of Shariat.
Appropriate experts, with the raza and doa mubarak of Maulana
TUS, will be assigned to train the Masuls as required. Lastly, the
MCC will engage primarily in two key types of reporting activities: (1) between Syedna’s office and the Masuls and vice versa
- this will allow for reporting the progress of various jamaats (via
their Masuls) in hazrat of Moulana TUS; (2) within the group of
Masuls themselves - this will facilitate the inter-Masul sharing of
success stories, challenges and best practices
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Shehrullah Imamat namaz in other cities
It is vital according to our faith that Imamat namaz is with
the raza of the Imam’s Dai. If Imamat is not with raza then
namaaz is not valid. Haqq na Dai Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
has granted raza for Imamat namaz in Shehrullah al-Mo’azzam
in various cities where mumineen reside, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pune
Hyderabad /Secunderabad
London
Toronto
Detroit
Chicago
Bakersfield
Poconos
New Jersey

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New York
Boston
San Jose
Dubai
Mumbai – Marol
Mumbai – SouthMumbai
Hong Kong
Singapore
Los Angeles

For more information, or if you cannot get through to the listed
number, please email info@fatemidawat.com. Further locations
will be updated as raza is sought and given. If you wish to have
Imamat namaz in your hometown and have someone who you
feel is capable of leading namaz, you may request for Syedna
Fakhruddin’s raza through info@fatemidawat.com.

News & Events

Shk Mohammed Bhai Raja Janaza and Dafan
Inna li-Allahe wa inna ilayhi raji’un. Shk Mohammed bhai Raja
passed away in Leicester, UK, on 18 Rajab 1437 (24 April 2016).
Syedna Taher Saifuddin (RA) had bestowed mafsuhiyyat to Mohammed bhai and made him the first Wali Mulla of UK. Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin (RA) bestowed him the sharaf of ziafat and haddiyyat, and at that time, he put his holy hand on Mohammed bhai
and said “tame Dawat ni ghani khidmat karso.” After wafaat of
Syedna Burhanuddin, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin (RA) appointed
him Wali Mulla of UK, and he remained in this khidmat until his
passing away. Shehzada Dr Husain bhaisaheb travelled to the UK
and lead janaza namaz at Masjid al-Husayn complex, Leicester, and
tawalli of burial in the qabrastan in Leicester where Mumineen are
buried. The Fatemi Dawat Janaza Committee of UK along with
help from other Mumineen ensured that the janaza ghusl kafan and
dafan was performed with dignity and correctly per the rites of

our Fatemi mazhab. May
Allah ta’ala grant Shk
Mohammed bhai rehmat
and Jannat, and shafaat
of our Mawali Tahereen
and Doat Mutlaqeen, and
grant sabar to his family
members.
A few days after Shk
Mohammed bhai’s passing away, his wife Tasneem bai saw him in a dream. Mohammed bhai told her that “Tame
fikar na karo, mein Qutbuddin Mola ni hazrat ma pohnchi gayo
chhu, ane mein ghano khush chhu”. Wal Hamdo li-Allahe Rabbil
Aalameen.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

1437H Vajebaat
Zakaat & Vajebaat Form
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi
Doctrine
Everything that you Wanted to know
about Complex Islamic Finance in
Simple Terms
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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